Kennedy Speaks To Crowd of 8,000
Denouncing "Kitchen Debate" Tactics

By Jay Briscoe
Democratic Presidential candidate John F. Kennedy appeared in the William Neal Reynolds Coliseum Saturday night before a crowd estimated at 8,000 persons. Kennedy, in winding up a one-day campaign tour of North Carolina sharply criticized Vice-President Nixon and his dealings with Russia's nikita S. Khrushchev.

Kennedy declared that "Kitchen debates" offered no means of solving peace or keeping the United States as powerful in the world.

Kennedy was questioned by members of the audience about his religion. He was asked whether he thought his religion would hinder him during his campaign. He answered the question by saying that with such great issues of world peace and economic stability staring the United States in the face, he thought that these would interest the people of the state of North Carolina more than "where I'm going to church tomorrow morning."

Kennedy was questioned further by the audience, but none of his answers drew the applause he wanted.

Kennedy declared that the best chance for southern progam lay in a return to democratic administration to the White House.

In the crowd Saturday night were many distinguished Democratic from North Carolina. Among these were Governor Luther Hodges, who introduced Senator Kennedy, and North Carolina Democratic senator for governor, Terry Sanford.

Many posters were seen throughout the Coliseum. Signs included "The Kennedy is Republic," "Jack's for White Shucks," "Ballots for Kennedy," and "Get the Facts; Jack Back."

The program was televised throughout North Carolina.

---

Wolfpack Captures First Of Year

State Losing Streak Ends As Pack Tramples VPI 29-14

By Earl Mitchell
The N.C. State Wolfpack team once again opened up the season with a win over Virginia Tech by 29-14 count. This win was much more impressive than last year's loss to the VPI team. The Wolfpack looked to be a stronger this year than they did last year, according to Coach Will Bascom, head Gobblers coach.

At the end of the half it appeared that the game was going to be a very close one. At the end of the third quarter the Wolfpack opened its margin to seven points and outscored the Tech team 15-7 in the final stanza to register their first win of the 1960 campaign and their first win in the last ten games.

Blue Key Begins Homecoming Queen Contest Planning

The Blue Key Honorary Fraternity urges all Prematriculants, dormitories, organizations and interested individuals at State College to enter a contestant in the Homecoming Queen Contest. Selection of ten finalists. The entries submitted will be made by members of the Blue Key. The finalists will be formally interviewed by the judges on September 30 at 7:30 p.m. on the air in the celebration parade. Announcement of the winner will be made during the Homecoming Ceremonies of the game, and she will be crowned Miss Wolfpack on Saturday night in the Coliseum at the Homecoming Dance.

Rules of the contest show that each contestant must be single and between the ages of 16 and 25. Submission of one full length photograph and one 8 x 11 portrait is compulsory. The'judging of each contestant. The name of each contestant and the name of her sponsor should be included with each entry. Pictures will be returned after the contest and may be picked up at Room 206 Holladay Hall. Information and pictures on contestants must be submitted to Miss Shirley at the Student Activities Office, Room 206 Holladay Hall, not later than 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, September 20, 1960. Both organisations and individuals at State College are eligible for nominations of candidates. This means that a contestant need not be a student either at N.C. State College or at another school. Any questions concerning the contest may be answered by contacting B. B. Redmon, F3-306 or lad Daniels at TE 3-4808.

Frank Bascom, head Gobblers coach.

John Morris (81) hails in one of Roman Gabriels articles in Saturday's game with VPI. Morris was the principal target of Gabriel's passes as he caught four for a total of 77 yards, alternating with Jim Tapp at the right end position.

---
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Standards Relaxed

State College is growing every year in attendance and in curricula, options, research, and prestige. With the opening of the new school of Applied Sciences and the announcement of new options in the other curricula offered at this school, State proved that it is evolving from a school for a highly complex and rapidly expanding economy. Our school supplies the technicians, engineers, scientists, architects, and people in many other technical fields to our state and nation.

Our economy is based on machines and technological growth. Without schools such as State spurring out more and more technically trained people, our machines and our economy will come to a grinding or screeching (from lack of oil) stop. While everyone realizes the need for ever increasing numbers of technical graduates, they should not forget that what this country needs is not more and more graduates, but more and more competent graduates.

Technical men are placed in positions of grave responsibility. If men are not able to competently fill jobs which call for knowledge and technical training, and are expected to, the wheels of industry will as surely stop as a wheel that would if there were no people which had been trained in these fields.

From this it is safe to assume that our country cannot afford mediocre technical graduates; if it is to survive the heavy economic pressures that it is subject to.

In the last two years, our college has twice relaxed the rules for the eligibility of a student to remain in this college. Both of these rule changes have, in our opinion, merit. The first, in essence, says that a student may continue in this school for a certain length of time after he has failed below a "C" average, but that he must regain his "C" in the time period set to continue in school. The second, which was passed this summer, lets a student drop the hours in a course which he has flunked if he repeats the course and passes it. "D's" also can be made up in this way if the student is a Freshman or Sophomore.

Neither of these rule changes should hamper the competence of our graduates, for the first just gives a little leeway on the attainment of a "C" average, and doesn't change the requirements for graduation, and the second implies that the person who has made up a course which he has flunked has learned it by the passing average which he must obtain.

The question is, however, when will this relaxing of standards stop. If this school keeps making it easier and easier for a person to get a degree, the degree will mean no more than one from our sister school.

—ML
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Air Force ROTC Sophomores have an immediate opportunity to apply for the advanced APROT course, it was announced today by Paul Professor of Air Science.

Cadets should make application for the advanced program by October 6, in order to be ready for the physical examination and the Air Force Office Qualifying Test to be held in October. Those persons who pass these examinations, and are otherwise eligible, may be accepted for advanced APROT training during their junior and senior years. Upon successful completion of this program, cadets are commissioned as 2nd Lieutenants in the United States Air Force.

Student cadets who do not elect to choose advanced APROT training leading to a commission are normally drafted for a two year term in the military service, either while in school if grades are below minimums, or after enrollment from graduation.

Upon completion of service as advanced APROT cadets, students are normally required to participate in a two year Ready Reserve training status, followed by a two year stint in a Reserve Unit of the Reserve program by those cadets who are active reserve and active service.

Those APROT cadet students who qualify for and elect to advance training receive the same allowance of 90 per day in addition to Air Force uniform and equipment. Students will be taught in the advanced program by a CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING, COMMUNICATING, AND INSTRUCTING, Air Force, Military, Justice, World Political Geography, and others. In addition, advanced cadets are appointed responsible cadet officer positions in the leadership laboratory phases of the advanced course, such as criteria, coordination, supervision and other instructional and personnel positions, and other leadership training positions.

This all adds up to excellent development of skills and leadership in the individual—something that would be difficult or even impossible in other pursuits.

A successful graduate of the Air Force ROTC advanced course is ordered to active duty as a 2nd Lt for four years if he is a non-flier and five years if he is a flying officer category, six years of active and reserve service is required under the present Reserve Forces Act of 1951 to fulfill the selective service obligation.

Air Force ROTC Sophomores have an immediate opportunity to apply for the advanced APROT course, it was announced today by Paul Professor of Air Science.

Cadets should make application for the advanced program by October 6, in order to be ready for the physical examination and the Air Force Office Qualifying Test to be held in October. Those persons who pass these examinations, and are otherwise eligible, may be accepted for advanced APROT training during their junior and senior years. Upon successful completion of this program, cadets are commissioned as 2nd Lieutenants in the United States Air Force.

Student cadets who do not elect to choose advanced APROT training leading to a commission are normally drafted for a two year term in the military service, either while in school if grades are below minimums, or after enrollment from graduation.

Upon completion of service as advanced APROT cadets, students are normally required to participate in a two year Ready Reserve training status, followed by a two year stint in a Reserve Unit of the Reserve program by those cadets who are active reserve and active service.

Those APROT cadet students who qualify for and elect to advance training receive the same allowance of 90 per day in addition to Air Force uniform and equipment. Students will be taught in the advanced program by a CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING, COMMUNICATING, AND INSTRUCTING, Air Force, Military, Justice, World Political Geography, and others. In addition, advanced cadets are appointed responsible cadet officer positions in the leadership laboratory phases of the advanced course, such as criteria, coordination, supervision and other instructional and personnel positions, and other leadership training positions.

This all adds up to excellent development of skills and leadership in the individual—something that would be difficult or even impossible in other pursuits.

A successful graduate of the Air Force ROTC advanced course is ordered to active duty as a 2nd Lt for four years if he is a non-flier and five years if he is a flying officer category, six years of active and reserve service is required under the present Reserve Forces Act of 1951 to fulfill the selective service obligation.

Ask yourself: Do you want the opportunity to develop your professional ability? If you do, check the availability of applying for the APROT advanced program now.

Student Attendance Regulations

The following regulations have been approved by the Faculty Senate and the Administration of North Carolina State College:

1. Attendance of classes, laboratory periods and examinations is expected of all students.
2. It is the responsibility of each student to present to his instructor a valid excuse for any anticipated absence or any emergency absence which has occurred.

A. Valid excuses for make-up work include the following:
1. Sickness when verified by a letter from the College Infirmary or a letter from a physician.
2. Death or illness in the family when verified by a letter from a family physician.
3. Official college duties or an approved college trip as certified by a responsible staff member.
4. Court attendance when required as certified by Clerk of Court.
5. Excuses should be given to the instructor before the absence if possible or within five days after the student's return to school.

New NCS Traffic Rules

Announced By Officials

By Kermit Hamperly

The College Administration has released the traffic rules and registrations costs for the current school year.

Registration costs of motor vehicles under the classification of cars and trucks has been reduced to two dollars over the previous charge of $10. Scooters, cycles, and motorcycles now carry a yearly base registration fee of over three dollars. Bicycles have the privilege of registering their vehicles without charge this year.

This year's traffic rules supplement the State motor vehicle laws which also apply to the campus.

The same system of official stickers for non-motor vehicles will be in effect this year. The stickers used on bicycles will be the same as used for the permanent parking of vehicles.

A major change has been made concerning the parking of motorcycles, scooters, and motorcycles on the north end of the campus. There cannot be any parking on this end of the campus except in two designated areas near Elyse Dormitory and the College Union.

Raleigh Cops Give
Parade Restrictions

The word "parade" is defined as an assembly of not less than five vehicles or twenty-five persons in visible formation along the streets of the city.

City Ordinance 21.51 states that a parade may be held in conformity with the following requirements:

(a) Parades may consist of not more than seventy-five people, but there shall be no restrictions on the number of bands or drummers participating therein.
(b) No parades, on the other hand, may be upon the streets of the city between the hours of four-thirty p.m. and six a.m.
(c) No more than one parade may be conducted in any one calendar day, except by permit of the Chief of Police.
(d) Parade routes must be approved by the Chief of Police.
(e) Parades may not be conducted until a permit therefor has been secured from the Chief of Police of the City of Raleigh and the application for permit shall be made at least five days before the date on which the parade is to be held. The Chief of Police shall issue a permit if it appears that the parade will be conducted in conformity herewith, but may stop and disperse a parade conducted in violation of this ordinance even though a permit therefor has been issued by him.
(f) It shall be unlawful for anyone riding in a parade to distribute therewith any candy, cigarettes, prizes or favors of any kind.

This regulation means that students must obtain a "parade" permit five days in advance in order to participate in any demonstration such as "pep" parades, student processions, demonstrations, etc., held on city streets. Failure to do so will be in violation of the law.
Gabriel, Taylor And D’Antonio Help End Victory Drought

(Continued from page 1)

deep in Gobbler territory. Gabriel passed to Wallma for nine yards and Taylor carried the ball to the three yard line before D’Antonio covered the final distance. Jake Shafer’s kick was good and the Wolfpack took a 7-0 lead.

After VPI booted to the one-foot line and the Wolfpack was forced to punt, the Techmen took the ball on the State 48 and moved the distance in seven plays with the help of a 15 yard penalty for a touchdown. Ater Szumorek tied up the score with a perfect conversion.

State took the second half kick-off and marched down the field covering 61 yards in 11 plays to score and pull out in front. Al Taylor hit off his left tackle for the final five yards and the touchdown with 10:00 left in the third period. Shafer again kicked the point-after and the Wolfpack stepped into a 14-7 lead.

In the fourth quarter Don Vaught put VPI back in the game when he cracked over from the one yard line to put the Tech team one point behind. Szumorek kicked the point after to tie the score at 14-14. State took the kickoff and hurried down the field for another score with Taylor again covering the total distance of seven yards. Shafer again kicked the point-after the pack led 21-14 with 2:26 left in the ball game.

VPI took the kickoff and immediately started an effort to pull the game out of the fire. On the first pass that the Gobblers threw, State’s D’Antonio was right on the spot and intercepted the ball and ran 46 yards for the final State score. D’Antonio crashed over for the two points to give the Wolfpack their final winning margin of 29-14.

The 29 points that the Wolfpack scored against Virginia Tech were the most points that a State team has ever scored against a Tech team with the exception of a 34-8 beating that the State team gave Tech in 1930. The 29 points scored by the State team was also the most points that the Pack had scored since 1957 when they were ACC champs.

The State team beat the Tech teams in five of the six major statistics departments. The State team rolled up 284 yards on offense to 217 for VPI. VPI did outdistance the Wolfpack on the ground, but the aerial attack of the Pack proved to be too much for the Gobblers.

Next Saturday the State team will clash with the University of North Carolina in what promises to be a real game.

Al Taylor (43) breaks into the clear after Alex Gilbertson (on the ground) blocked out the last VPI defender. Taylor scored two of State’s touchdowns in the game on Saturday. Earl Edwards, head Pack coach, singled out the running of Taylor as one of the key factors in the win for the Wolfpack. (Photo by Hoey)
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Tools of The Trade

In considering the cost of a college education students often are prone to place undue emphasis upon the cost of textbooks. Yet a recent survey of college expenses indicates textbooks represent less than 5% of the total cost of a four year course in college.

To a college student textbooks are “tools of the trade.” A carpenter, a brick mason, an automobile mechanic, a radio and television repair man, a skilled surgeon and all other categories of craftsmen and professional men own and cherish “Tools of the Trade.” Without them craftsmen and professional men would be “babes in the woods.”

You and/or your parents will spend up to $5,000.00 or more on your college education. Five percent of $5,000.00 adds up to $250.00. That $250.00 represents one of the best investments of your entire college career. To save any part of $250.00 do you want to be a “babe in the woods” during your four years in college?

When you own your own copy of each required text in the courses you pursue you can annotate important facts on the margins. Years later you may have occasion to refer to your personal notes and the factual printed matter therein. To you, in your professional career, that textbook becomes a valuable reference guide.

When you have completed a course, evaluate its usefulness and that of its basic text content. If the textbook has possibilities of assisting you in your professional career, place it in your personal library. If it holds no promise of assistance carry it down to your book store and offer it for sale. Your book store will pay you its full market value and make it available for another student who will replace you in that course next year.

The writing, publishing and distribution of textbooks is an expensive operation, and potential sales are limited to a very small percentage of American consumers. Contrary to the common opinion of laymen, nobody gets rich in the process. First, the author—usually a professor—spends considerable time and money preparing his manuscript. In most cases his basic philosophy is not one of commercial gain. Second, the publisher who accepts the manuscript, assumes a calculated risk. Some books click and show a margin of profit to author and publisher. Many others fall flat upon their faces commercially. Third, consider the book retailer. His margin of profit is fixed by the publisher. Except in rare instances that margin is 20% of retail. With the exception of food products—which reflect 30 to 50 turn-overs of inventory per year as compared with 2 turn-overs for book dealers—no other category of retail merchandise has such a low margin.

The thousands of World War II veterans who attended college under the terms of the G. I. Bill were completely equipped with ALL the textbooks required for their respective courses of study. No other group of students has ever been so completely equipped. The academic records and professional achievements of this G. I. group stands head and shoulders above the American average or the record and achievements of total graduates of any institution or of the members of any fraternity or learned society.

The Most Profitable Investment You Will Make During Four Years In College Is Your Investment In Books. Visit Your Book Store Often During Your Stay On The Campus.

Yours for a better State College.

Sincerely,

L.L. Ley

General Manager

STUDENTS SUPPLY STORES